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. Introduction

The reduction of climate change and the path to carbon neu-tral
ommunities represent long lasting and urgent challenges for all
he governments. The EU has approved the “Roadmap for moving
o a competitive low carbon economy in 2050” (EU COM
12/2011) with the objective to reduce greenhouse gas emis-sions
y 80–95% by 2050 in comparison to those of 1990. To reach this
arget it is very important to reduce the energy con-sumption and
o drastically integrate renewable sources, looking especially at
uilt environment. In fact, in Europe buildings are responsible of
1% of the total final energy consumption in 2010 (Odyssee, 2012)
epresenting an important energy saving oppor-tunity. New
wellings built in 2009 consumed 30% to 60% less than dwellings
uilt in 1990 (Odyssee, 2012) and by 2021 all new build-ings will
e “nearly zero-energy buildings”, thanks to the Energy
erformance of Buildings Directive (2010/31/EU). However, it

hould be noted that most EU countries extend their dwelling 
tock by less than 1% per year, so the impact of the new energy-
fficient buildings is limited and policies to regulate the energy
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performance of new buildings are not sufficient. The scientific
community agrees about the need of operating on the already
existing building stock. Nowadays it has roughly 25 billion m2 of
useful floor space (BPIE, 2011) with an average yearly energy
consumption around 220 kWh/m2 (Odyssee, 2012). Policies for
increasing energy efficiency in buildings, in particular for space
heating, are the central issue of this work. In fact, space heating
accounts for 68% of end-use energy consumption while lighting
and electrical appliances account for 15%, water heating for 12%
and cooking for 4% (Odyssee, 2012). According to Europe’s build-
ings under the microscope (BPIE, 2011), an ambitious renovation
strategy is necessary to increase greatly the renovation rate of
existing buildings. The actual renovation rate in Europe, estimated
around 1%, must more than double to reach a complete renova-
tion of the European building stock by 2050. This is technically
feasible but “for policy makers the challenge only begins at this
point. The question now is how to break the policy inertia and set
the necessary policies in motion” (BPIE, 2011). As assessed by
(BPIE, 2013b), some European State Member already have imple-
mented policies and national plan to boost building renovation

activities, but the regional and local level becomes increasingly 
important. As reported by the British Committee on Climate Change 
(UK CCC, 2012), local authorities could have a crucial role in reduc-
ing emissions to meet national carbon budgets and should develop

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.scs.2015.01.001&domain=pdf
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Table 1
main data about Italian municipalities.

Size of the municipalities Less than 10,000 people From 10,000 to 50,000 people More than 50,000 people Total
Italian energy regulation – – Compulsory energy plan

– Compulsory energy manager Compulsory energy manager

N. of municipalities 6,989 974 138 8,101
% on total municipalities 86% 12% 2%
N. of inhabitants 18,631,613 18,745,510 19,618,621 56,995,744
% on total inhabitants 33% 33% 34%
N. of households 10,026,838 8,503,362 8,761,793 27,291,993
% on total households 37% 31% 32%
N. of residential buildings 5,823,508 3,606,202 1,796,885 11,226,595
% on total residential buildings 52% 32% 16%
Buildings surface (m2) 935,634,130 796,586,519 775,428,454 2,507,649,104
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% on total buildings surface 37% 32%

ource: http://www.istat.it/.

ow-carbon plans. To achieve a full refurbishment of the European
uilding stock, a proactive role of the local authorities and effec-
ive municipal energy plans are therefore necessary. The analysis
f BPIE (2011) shows that, for the European building stock, it is
ossible to achieve in 2020 annual energy saving from 94 TWh
business-as-usual) to 527 TWh (best scenario) and in 2050 from
65 TWh (business-as-usual) to 2896 TWh (best scenario). How-
ver, these are only a technical potential and must be tackled with
ffective national and local energy plans. There are already several
ethodologies and tools devoted to the development of municipal

nergy plans, but, as summarized by Ma, Cooper, Daly, and Ledo
2012), “there is still a long way for building scien-tists and
rofessionals to go in order to make existing building stock be
ore energy efficient and environmentally sustainable”. For

nstance, there are several methodologies to model energy
onsumption in the residential sector for space heating and cool-
ng, domestic hot water, and appliances and lighting, as reviewed
y Swan and Ugursal (2009). The aim of these methodologies is to
valuate the energy performance of a building stock and assess the
otential energy saving using retrofitting measures. This potential
aving should be considered as the maximum techni-cal potential
ince further analysis are needed in order to clarify how this
otential could be achieved and to identify a robust approach to

mplementing retrofitting measures, as pointed out by Mata, Sasic
alagasidis, and Johnsson (2013) and by recent researches carried
ut by the European Council for an Energy Effi-cient Economy.1

he research here presented analyzes the reasons of the inertia of
uilding energy retrofit at municipal level start-ing from the
nalysis of what hinders effective energy policies carried out by
he public administration and what hinders the involvement of
itizens and other stakeholders. For instance, in (EBC, 2013) they
ound several bottlenecks which often make the transition to
nergy efficiency difficult for cities and communi-ties. For the
unicipalities the most prominent barriers are lack of knowledge
anagement, expertise, awareness and commitment. To exploit

he local potential we have to move from exceptional best-case to
ommon daily practice, making the energy planning process more
mooth and effective, reducing barriers and pro-viding a common
asis for all municipalities. In this paper, we focus especially on

mproving the energy performance of the whole building stock
oth public and private, in the Italian context. In Section 2.1 we
escribe the composition of Italian municipalities and of their
uilding stock; in Section 2.2 we outline the barri-ers to effective
unicipal energy plan; in Section 2.3 we check these barriers in
he Italian context; in Section 3 we portray pos-sible solutions to 
vercome some of the non-technical barriers and we present an 
stimation of the energy savings deriving from

1 www.eceee.org.
31%

cost optimal retrofit interventions in relation to Italian residential 
buildings.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Italian building stock and municipalities

In Italy the importance of the building stock is recognized by
the National Energy Strategy, a steering document that sets the
guide-lines to reach the 2020 European objectives, with some
remarks about the 2050 Roadmap. To tackle the building stock
“actions regarding energy planning and sustainable urban
development will be developed, in coordination with the
concerned minister and local or territorial entities, with the
objective to activate innovative planning frameworks of urban
facilities and energy fluxes, efficiency in the networks, mobility
and renovation of the building stock and public-private
partnership” (SEN, 2013). In this section, we provide information
for better understanding the main fea-tures of the building stock
distributed in the Italian municipalities (Tables 1 and 2). An
analysis of the consistency of national building, albeit preliminary
and not exhaustive, is provided in the very recent Italian National
Energy Efficiency Action Plan (PAEE, 2014). In Italy there are 13.6
million of buildings, of which 11.7 million (more than 87%) are
residential buildings. Educational buildings are approximately
51,000, with a surface area equal to 73.2 million square metres;
there are usually (about 60%) located in small municipalities (up to
20,000 inhabitants) and the majority (39%) have a surface area
between 1,000 and 3,000 m2. Office buildings are approximately
65,000, with a surface area equal to 56.7 million square metres;
53% are located in small municipalities and about half of all office
buildings is under 350 m2. Wholesale and retail trade buildings
have a total surface area equal approximately to 63 million square
metres, while there are 1,114 shopping centres with a Gross
Leasable Area of 16 million square metres. There are 25,800 hotels,
with a surface area equal to 48.6 million square metres; they are
located mainly (64%) in small municipalities. There are 33,727
banks branches, usually located on the ground floor of other
buildings. The buildings for the exclusive or predominant banking
use are estimated at 1,469 units, with a surface area equal to 5.48
million square metres. There are approximately 700,000 buildings
that are not used, because under refurbishment or because of poor
safety condition. The Italian buildings are responsible of 36.7% of
the total final energy consumption in 20122 and it is the only sec-

tor that has stable or even increasing energy consumption despite 
the economic crisis. In the residential sector more than two third 
of the energy consumption is for heating and the remaining third is 
split among electrical appliance (13.5%), cooking and domestic

2 Data from: http://dgerm.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it.
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Table 2
focus on residential Italian buildings; distribution of small buildings and condominiums grouped by municipalities’ sizes.

Size of the municipalities Number of
buildings

Number of buildings
with less than 5 units

% of buildings with less
than 5 units

Number of buildings
with 5 units or more

% of buildings with
more than 5 units

Less than 10,000 people 5,823,508 5,531,981 95% 291,527 5%
From 10,000 to 50.000 people 3,606,202 3,245,315 90% 360,887 10%
More than 50,000 people 1,796,885 1,322,855 74% 474,030 26%
Total 11,226,595 10,100,151 90% 1,126,444 10%

Source: http://www.istat.it/.
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Fig. 1. Number of inhabitants per municipality size (class
ource: Data from ISTAT, National Census 2001.

ot water (16.5%) (Odyssee, 2012). The energy performance of the
talian building stock is scarce and not extensively investigated. For
nstance, in Lombardy Region, in the residential sector,3 the aver-
ge EPh (primary energy consumed for heating) for buildings built
efore 1976 is around 243 kWh/m2year; it drops a little for build-

ngs between 1977 and 1992 (206 kWh/m2year) and between 1993
nd 2006 (154 kWh/m2year). The real enhancement took place in
007 (98.67 kWh/m2year) with continuous improvements; in 2012
Ph was 59 kWh/m2year; the average EPh of new buildings is now
 quarter of that of an existing building.

Indeed, the Italian building stock is quite old and not
dequately refurbished. Data for the residential building stock4

hows that 44% of the buildings were built before 1961, 45% of the
uildings were built between 1961 and 1991, and 11% of the
uildings were built between 1991 and 2011. For non-residential
uildings data are scarce, only as a reference the estimates5 tell
hat 53%of office buildings were built before 1971, 23% between
972 and 1991, 25% after 1992. The educational building stock
onsists of older buildings: 90% were built before 1971, 4%
etween 1972 and 1991, 6% after 1992. In Italy, the majority of the
wellers own the house in which they live (76% of households)
his implies that the building refurbishment interventions are

ather frequent and ample: the 67% of the construction market 
onsists of refurbish-ment of the existing stock. Nevertheless these 
nterventions are mainly on technical systems or aesthetic 
nhancement and not

3 Data from: http://www.energialombardia.eu/patrimonio edilizio. 
4 Data from: http://www.istat.it.
5 Data from: http://www.buildingsdata.eu.

 
 
 
 

ned by number inhabitants) with cumulative percentage.

aimed at improving the building’s energy performance (Cresme,
2012). The energy efficiency measures are carried out mainly
when there is a failure or upgrade of the technical systems or the
owners want to take advantage of government incentives. In fact,
incentives for energy-saving measures have resulted in single
interventions rather than a whole building approach (ENEA, 2013).
In order to outline what mainly hinders effective energy policies
for building energy retrofit, we focused on the municipal level
since munic-ipality administrations could modify the built
environment using local plans and regulations. Data regarding
municipalities and their buildings here presented derived from the
National Census held in 2001 by the National Institute of Statistics
(ISTAT). In Italy there are 8,092 municipalities, which are not
homogeneous in land area or in number of inhabitants or
dwellings. The majority (66%) of the Italians live in small and
medium municipalities (up to 50,000 inha-bitants) while the 15%
live in twelve municipalities over 250,000 inhabitants, as shown in
Fig. 1. The size of the municipality affects many environmental,
economic and social aspects, i.e. the mor-phology of the urban
space, the features of the buildings stock, the regulatory
framework related to the built environment and the human and
economic resources available at the administra-tive level for the
technical offices. Overall in Italy the residential stock consists of
58% of single family houses, 32% of small building houses (up to 4
household), 5% of medium building houses (up to 8 household),
and 5% of apartment buildings. As can be seen in Fig. 2, these

percentages vary with the size of municipalities: in medium and 
small municipalities the large majority of the buildings have only 
one or two households. From the energy point of view, small 
buildings mean a high Surface to Volume ratio (called also Thermal 
envelope area to Heated volume ratio) and thus very likely high

http://www.istat.it/
http://www.energialombardia.eu/patrimonio_edilizio
http://www.istat.it/
http://www.buildingsdata.eu/
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making full use of available financing.
Within the Entranze Project (www.entranze.eu), has been 

carried out a literature review about the structure of key stake-
Fig. 2. Number of households in building per municipality size (classes defined
ource: Data from ISTAT, National Census 2001.

hermal dispersions. In Fig. 2 it is also plotted, as percentage, the
ate of buildings that are single-family houses or not managed
on-dominiums: in Italy there is the obligation of a building
anager only for buildings with more than 8 owners (L

20/2012). It is possi-ble to note that only in big municipalities
anaged condominiums are significantly present (with a mean

alue of 32%). The building manager, who is responsible for the
anagement and maintenance of the heating systems and for the

uilding’s energy certificate, could be involved by the local
dministrator as an actor in the energy policies, since he
epresents several owners. But it could be possible to extend his
uties to the overall building efficiency and energy production
ecoming an energy manager or working with him. In small
uildings, this reference role is not mandatory, so the management

s directly done by multiple owners. On the other hand, small
uildings have fewer owners and thus fewer persons to come to an
greement about building’s retrofit. Furthermore, small buildings
ean a low density built environment (Fig. 2). Therefore, in small

uildings it is possible to have greater surfaces available (i.e. in
erms of available surface per people) for the integration of solar
echnologies and thus a higher coverage of the different final
nergy uses by renewable energy sources. The fact that the
ajority of the buildings are located in small and low-density
unicipali-ties underlines the vast potential in terms of reduction

f the energy demand if the local administrations implement
uitable and effec-tive retrofit energy policies and actions.

.1.1. The municipalities’ role
The municipal energy plan is mandatory since 1991 (L 10/1991)

or cities with more than 50,000 inhabitants. It is evident that this
bligation encompasses only a small part of Italian municipalities
ince only 142 of the 8,092 Italian municipalities (1.8%) have more
han 50,000 inhabitants. The municipal energy plan involves the

easurement of energy consumption of the city, grouped by sec-
ors and the identification interventions for saving fossil fuels and

or promoting the use of local renewable energy sources. To 
evelop a municipal energy plan in Italy two guidelines are 
vailable (ENEA, 1997; ACEA, CISPEL, 1997), but they are not 
ompulsory so it is possible to see plans different from each other 
nd sometimes not comparable. Currently only 48 cities approved 
heir energy plan
mber inhabitants) with cumulative percentage of not-condominium buildings.

(ISTAT, 2012) and also in these cases it has rarely been possible to
put in practice and to monitor the effects of the various measures
suggested by the plans. Therefore, we can state that the energy
plan, as it is, is not sufficient to challenge massive energy
refurbish-ment. There is also another scarcely implemented
obligation: the energy manager of local public administration. The
national law (L 10/1991) set as mandatory the energy manager for
municipalities with an annual consumption over 1,000 toe. In Italy,
municipalities with more than 10,000 inhabitants generally
exceed this target. However, among the 1,206 municipalities larger
than 10,000 inha-bitants only 112 have appointed the energy
manager until now (FIRE, 2012). The lack of compulsive
requirements, especially for small and medium municipalities, and
the lack of coordination at national or regional level generate a
shortage of detailed knowledge about the building stock. The
situation is also aggravated by the long lasting economic crisis that
has reduced funding availability of public administrations, and has
drastically slowed investments in the buildings sector during the
last years.

2.2. Barriers to the renovation of the building stock

In the previous sections, we outlined that the Italian and Euro-
pean building stock is old and has poor energy performance (BPIE,
2011) and that it is necessary an energy renovation plan. As clearly
mentioned also in a recent seminar by ECEEE,6 the European legal
framework suggested an energy performance approach that was
well implemented, but this positive effect is restricted by the often
limited volume of construction. Efforts are needed in order to
strengthen local and regional verification of national building
codes and to accurately inform consumers of the energy
performance of buildings for sale or rent, in combination with
holders, users and investors and their behaviour, preferences and

6 http://www.eceee.org/events/eceee events/annual-policy-seminar-19-

November-2014.

http://www.entranze.eu/
http://www.eceee.org/events/eceee_events/annual-policy-seminar-19-November-2014
http://www.eceee.org/events/eceee_events/annual-policy-seminar-19-November-2014
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nterests, in order to analyze the most critical barriers to buildings
etrofit. They underlined that the role of initial costs is domi-nant
n most countries among housing owner-occupiers and they
mphasized the role of grants in encouraging investments. In Italy
enerally speaking these limits are mainly related to financial
spects, lack of information and skills, collective decision prob-
ems and uncertainty in measurement and verification,7 but there
re differences depending on the buildings’ typologies (i.e. owner-
ccupied single-family homes; owner-occupied apartment build-
ngs, social/professionally owned rental housing; public buildings).

Other important contributions in clarifying the existing barriers
o retrofit of existing building in European countries and also in
orea and Canada are reported in Emmert et al. (2013), Baek and
ark (2012a), Baek and Park (2012b), Galvin (2012) and Gamtessa
2013), Hoicka, Parker, and Andrey (2014).

To focus on the European context with particular regard to the
arriers for public administration at handling a local energy plan
e analyzed the contributions of (BPIE, 2013a; Chmutina, Wiersma
oodier, and Devine-Wright, 2014; Comodi et al., 2012; Dowson
oole, Harrison, and Susman, 2012; EBC, 2013; Zanon and Verones
013).

After analysing the available literature, we focus on non-
echnical barriers that block or slow down the processes of local
nergy planning in the Italian context (Ballarini, Corgnati, and
orrado, 2014; Caputo, Costa, and Ferrari, 2013; Dall’O’, Galante
nd Pasetti, 2012).

Then, in order to better explore this topic, we checked our
ypothesis preparing a questionnaire and sending directly to a
election of local administrations (see Section 2.3). Since the
esponse rate was low, we also conducted some phone interviews
ith municipal technical offices, inquiring about the difficulties in

ompiling the questionnaire and about the barriers to undertake a
ocal energy plan (see Section 3.1). We followed the schematic pro-
ess of integrated energy planning presented by Mirakyan and De
uio (2013) as basis to depict identified actors and barriers in the
arious phases (Fig. 3). In phase I: preparation and orientation the
ain barriers are the lack of awareness about the energy problem

nd the difficulties to set significant goals for the local
overnments, since they are not aware of their municipality’s
otentials. In phase II: model design and detailed analysis the data
ollection could be harder than expected. Moreover, the technical
ffice, especially in small municipalities, may not have the
xpertise to collect and elaborate the data and then to develop an
ffective energy plan. In phase III: prioritization and decision the
ecision makers have to involve stakeholders and citizens in order
o select the best strate-gies; without any specific expertise, the

unicipal offices may have several difficulties in managing a
articipatory process that lead to a shared consensus. Phase IV:

mplementation and monitoring is the most critical and often
rojects fail during this phase. Especially in these years of
conomic crisis, the lack of financial availability could stop the
lanned actions, so the local governments should have the ability
o attract private and public funds. The propriety fragmentation of
uildings, the willingness of owners or tenants to start
efurbishment and the regulation framework are the main critical
oints. In the following sections we will mainly focus on the
arriers of Phase I and Phase II, i.e. the barriers that particularly
oncern the public administrations as shown in Fig. 3.
.2.1. Barriers to preparation and orientation phase

.2.1.1. Be aware of energy problem. Chmutina et alii (Chmutina 
t al., 2014) found that environmental awareness and concern 
s a prominent driver to energy projects, especially for private

7 http://www.entranze.eu/files/downloads/D2 4/D2 4 Complete FINAL3.pdf.
players, while stakeholders in the public sector are more
influenced by the regulatory drivers. They also discovered that
environmen-tal awareness and concern could be instigated by the
personal motivation of a project champion and by a variety of
informa-tion sources about climate change and sustainability. As
regards to regulatory drivers, in Italy only municipalities over
50,000 inha-bitants are obliged to develop a municipal energy plan
(L 10/1991). The majority of Italians (66%) live instead in medium
and small municipalities where energy planning is up to the
willingness of the public administration. By chance, there is a
general concern in the local administration about the climate
change and energy efficiency issues and also some willingness to
take action. In fact, there are more than 1,000 Italian municipalities
(more than 12% of the total) with innovative building code
regarding energy efficiency and the use of renewable, as reported
by Cresme and Legambiente (2013).

Further, in the Covenant of Mayors (www.covenantofmayors.
eu), the European initiative that involve local and regional author-
ities into voluntary commitment for increasing energy efficiency
and using renewable energy sources on their territories, Italy is
placed first for the number of signatories, with currently 2410
municipalities involved (30% of all Italian municipalities).

However, this kind of involvement is often unproductive, as
confirmed by an Italian study that analyses some case studies:
“translating a rhetorical commitment to energy efficiency into
effective policies and programmes is far from being straightfor-
ward” (Zanon and Verones, 2013).

The feeling is that public administrators and citizens are
informed about energy problems but they do not have the neces-
sary awareness and consciousness to face these problems in order
to solve them.

2.2.1.2. Set goals. Linked to the scarce awareness of the energy
problems and relevant opportunities, there are criticalities in goals
setting. Local administrations are generally aware of the general
European targets and so they are interested in reducing CO2 emis-
sions and in promoting REs integration. Usually they believe that
energy efficiency measures applied to the building stock, i.e. those
devoted to improve the envelope and heating systems perfor-
mance, are strategic in order to reduce fossil fuels consumption
and CO2 emissions. However, often they are not able to identify
realistic, suitable, affordable, and cost effective goals for their own
municipalities.

If the goals are simply the same for all the municipalities, it
could be onerous or unsuccessful for some municipalities and
undemand-ing for others. In other terms, goals definition is indeed
a critical point and implies a deep knowledge of the features of the
local built environment.

2.2.2. Barriers to detailed analysis phase
2.2.2.1. Collect data. In order to develop a detailed analysis (Phase II)
it is necessary to collect several data about the local built envi-
ronment from the energy point of view (see also Table 3). Unlike 
other countries, in Italy this step represents a great barrier, as 
reported in the technical literature and as recently assessed with 
four Italian municipalities with more than 100,000 inhabitants. 
Zanon and Verones (2013) underline an insufficient integration 
between energy and spatial planning and that actions and mech-
anisms are largely ineffective because of the multi-dimensional 
nature of energy issues. If this is true for large cities, it is expected 
that even more difficulties arise when a small municipality is 
involved.
2.2.2.2. Possess technical knowledge. A specific expertise is neces-
sary to collect and analyze correctly data with the aim of defining 
energy saving goals and measures. Only in municipalities with

http://www.entranze.eu/files/downloads/D2_4/D2_4_Complete_FINAL3.pdf
http://www.covenantofmayors.eu/
http://www.covenantofmayors.eu/
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Fig. 3. Schematic process of an integrated energy plan and principal barriers, based on (Mirakyan and De Guio, 2013); Actors in continuos frame: directly involved in the 
phase; Actors in dotted frame: scarcely involved in the phase.

Table 3
structure of the questionnaire with aims and inquired data.

Level Aims Inquired data

Municipality Presence of energy awarness and policy Energy policies
Energy office

General data Capability to gather general energy data
about the municipality

Number of inhabitants

Actual heating degree days (HDD)
Energy consumption per sector (different classes of
buildings, transportation, industry, agriculture etc.) and
use (electricity and fuels)
Energy production

Building stock data and supports Capability to gather specific energy data
about the building stock

Digital cartography with buildings geometry
Buildings height
Buildings number of floors
Buildings roof shape
Age of construction
Regulatory constraints
Usage of the buildings (residential, commercial, etc.)
Construction materials (structure, envelope, windows)
State of conservation
Thermal transmittance of the envelope (U-value)
Number of inhabitants per household
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andatory energy plans or mandatory energy managers (see Sec-
ion 2.1) we could expect some energy related expertise, but it is
nlikely that other municipalities have such expertise. In most of
ases, the municipal technical office has to manage all the issues
elated to the built environment, including energy issue. The com-
etence to address issues related to energy is up to the profile and
thics of the technical staff of the single municipality.

.3. Checking the assumed barriers
For a direct preliminary check of the assumptions about the bar-
iers related to previously defined Phase I and Phase II, we carried
ut a survey among a sample of small to medium municipali-
ies sending a questionnaire to the technical office. We selected a
Heating plant
Renewable energy sources

sample among the 1,064 municipalities with 10,000–50,000 inha-
bitants in which 35% of the Italians live.

In this survey, we did not take into account municipalities with
more than 50,000 inhabitants because for them the energy plan is
mandatory by law, so we can expect a major awareness and com-
petencies about energy issue and building stock features in these
municipalities.

On the other hand, municipalities with a population below
10,000 inhabitants were not taken into account because, since they
are too small, we can expect few availability of human and eco-
nomic resource to be involved. Indeed, as mentioned before, these

municipalities are not even obliged to appoint the energy man-
ager (FIRE, 2012). Anyway, they should not be neglected since 31%
of Italians live in municipalities with a population below 10,000 
inhabitants.
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The questionnaire was send to municipalities all over Italy, first
ivided into two municipal size classes (10,000–20,000 and
0,000–50,000). We also divided the municipalities according to
he sub-national geographic division used by Eurostat (i.e. North-

est, North-East, Centre, South, and Islands). For the selection, we
ick up the municipalities in proportion to the number of munici-
alities in each province.

In Table 3, we reported the aims and the data inquired about in
he questionnaire. The scope of the first part is to understand the
evel of awareness of the municipality in energy and build-ings
ssues and if energy policies or other pertinent initiatives were
arried out. The second part inquires about the ability of the
unicipal offices to collect energy data regarding the entire
unicipality. The third part requires a better knowledge of the

uilding stock, inquiring about data necessary to develop and
pply an energy plan focused on promoting energy saving in
uildings by retrofit.

To select the set of requested data we took into account the
urrent development of the research in the national context. We
ompared the set of data adopted by three recent methodolo-gies
o assess the energy performance of the built environment and to
imulate improved scenarios: a methodology to assess the energy
erformance of large building stock (Fracastoro and Serraino
011); a methodology to assess the potential energy savings by
etrofitting residential building stocks (Dall’O’ et al., 2012); and a
ethodology to define energy strategies in the building sector at

rban scale (Caputo et al., 2013). In Table 4, we summarized the
ata and the sources used by the different methodologies. The
ain source of data for Fracastoro and Serraino (2011) is the
ational Census, integrated by energy standards and laws

iterature and authors’ assumptions. The methodology by Dall’O’ et
l. (2012) is based on detailed cartography and in situ surveys
ntegrated by energy standards and laws, literature and authors
ssumptions. Caputo et al. (2013) elaborated detailed data from
ational Census in a Geographic Information Systems and defined
uilding archetypes for simulating the actual and improved
erformance of the building stock. An analoguous approach was
ecently fol-lowed by Ballarini et al. (2014) for defining and
dopting reference buildings to assess the energy saving potentials
f the residential building stock on the basis of the results of the
uropean project TABULA.8 We can state that, although there are
ifferences and specificities, there is a common core of data
dopted in the mentioned methodologies to characterize the
nergy efficiency of the building stock. We assume that this set of
ata is necessary for an energy building stock analysis, so we ask
bout it in the questionnaire. We would like to underline that we
id not request the mentioned data but only if these data were
vailable (i.e. easily and directly accessible) in the database
ommonly used and managed by the municipal technical office.

. Results and discussion

The results of the questionnaire confirm us that, in small and
edium Italian municipalities, there are several barriers to develop

ffective municipal energy plans. In the next sections, we present
ome possible solutions to overcome the detected barriers relevant
o Phase I (preparation and orientation) and Phase II (model design and
etailed analysis).
.1. Results of the questionnaire

Unfortunately, the response rate to the questionnaire was very
ow: among 108 municipalities involved, just 10 partially answered

8 www.building-typology.eu.

 
 
 

and only 4 completed the entire questionnaire. This was an impor-
tant result, a clear sign of the lack of preparation of the municipal
offices in facing energy issues related to the built environment. In
order to improve the collected information, we conduct also some
interviews to investigate better the energy problem at munic-ipal
level, calling the technical office. During the phone interviews, we
asked why they were not able to compile the questionnaire, and
which barriers represent the main obstacles in developing a
building stock analysis and an energy balance. The outcome of the
interviews allowed us to consolidate our reconnaissance of the
main non-technical barriers. The following common problems
were detected: dispersion of data among several municipal offices
and other administrative entities; lack of coordination among the
different offices, different archives systems for data and/or lack of
digital archives; lack of a statistical office; lack of interest at
decision-making level. The data scattering among several offices
and other public entities could be overwhelming for smaller
munic-ipalities: they are not aware of data collected by other
public entities and thus do not require nor use them. Further our
ques-tionnaire helped us in understanding which data are
available for small-medium Italian municipalities and if these data
are suitable to develop an effective municipal energy plan for the
built envi-ronment. We here present the best and worst data
availability found analysing the answers to our questionnaire, as
depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. Data available are represented as green
light; data not available are represented as red light; data that
could be filled taking into account other sources are represented as
yellow light, as depicted in Table 5. In particular, Fig. 4 is referred
to the munic-ipality with the best data availability, among those
investigated by the questionnaire. It is the case of a relatively large
munici-pality, with 36 thousand inhabitants, located in North-East
Italy, a relatively wealthy region. In this case, it is possible to
calculate the energy consumption for heating, while other
information (e.g. the thermal transmittance of the envelope,
information about the current heating systems and plants) could
be approximated by sta-tistical data at national or regional level, as
reported in Table 5. A feasibility analysis of the retrofit measures
could not be fully done because there are no data about the
technical features and state of conservation of the building stock
(e.g. materials, state of conservation, etc.). Further, there are no
data about the roof sur-faces (materials, orientation, and
inclination). This is an important gap because the surfaces of the
roofs, if correctly oriented and not shaded, can be employed for the
integration of solar systems (ther-mal collectors of PV modules) in
order to exploit the solar potential of the municipal built
environment. Furthermore, there is an annual report on the energy
consumption at municipal level, but no data about the energy
production. Of course, energy sources and conver-sion systems can
be estimated taking into account the national or regional energy
system, but all these approximations compromise the comparison
between the current situation and possible future improved
scenarios.

On the contrary, Fig. 5 is referred to the municipality with the
worst data availability, among those investigated by the question-
naire. It is clear that data are insufficient to develop a reliable
building stock evaluation and an effective municipal energy plan,
although some data could be filled with other sources of informa-
tion. In particular, the lack of data about the energy consumption
of the building sector and for the different final energy use does
not permit to create a reference baseline.

It should be noted that these are the best and worst data avail-
ably we found: other municipalities have different data
availability, although of similar size. Some technical offices are not
aware of the availability of data at national or regional level and do

not col-lect data at municipal level. The capability to collect energy 
data depends on the individual local administration and the results 
are quite different.

http://www.building-typology.eu/


Table 4
Comparison between recent Italian methodologies on the use of data and sources for the characterization of the building stock.

Categories Data Fracastoro and Serraino (2011) Caputo et al. (2013) Dall’O’ et al. (2012)

Raw data Source Raw data Source Raw data Source

Geometry Dipersing surface Floor area ISTAT national census Floor area Cartography Floor area Cartography
Net floor height Derived Perimeter Cartography Perimeter Cartography
Contiguity ISTAT national census Height Cartography Height Derived

Net floor area Floor area per room ISTAT national census Gross floor area Cartography Gross floor area Cartography
No. of rooms per
household

ISTAT national census Gross/net ratio Authors Gross/net ratio Authors

No. of household per
building

ISTAT national census

Height Floor area ISTAT national census – Cartography Number of floors Cartography
h/Af ratio by age Authors Floor height Authors

Heated volume Net floor area Derived Net floor area Derived Net floor area Derived
Net floor height Derived Net floor height Derived Net floor height Derived

Glazed area Net floor area Derived Net floor area Ag/Aw ratio Sample survey
Ag/Af ratio by age Authors Ag/Af ratio D.M. 1975 Wall area Cartography

Roof area for
renewables

Roof area Cartography

South exposition Survey

Construction Age – ISTAT national census – ISTAT national census – Cartography
U-values Official U-values by age UNI/TS 11300-1 laws

373/76 and 10/91
Official U-Values by age UNI TS 11300-1 CNR

1982
Official U-values by age UNI/TS 11300-1 laws

373/76 and 10/91
Overall heating system
efficiency

System efficiencies UNI TS 11300-2 Heating system efficiencies UNI TS 11300-2 Heating system
efficiencies

UNI TS 11300-2

Boiler efficiency Literature Cooling system efficiencies UNI TS 11300-3 Systems’ type ISTAT national census
Systems’ type ISTAT national census

State of conservation – In situ survey
Windows materials – In situ survey
Regulatory constraints – Cartography

Usage Average indoor
temperature

Conventional value Authors Conventional value Authors Conventional value Authors

Residential/commercial Residential volume ISTAT national census Cartography
Overall volume Cartography In situ survey

Average number of air
changes per hour

Technical standards Authors Technical standards Authors Technical standards Authors

Internal gains Occupancy rate Authors – Literature
Persons ISTAT national census

DHW + cooking Energy consumption
per person [kWh/(pers
year)]

Literature – UNI TS 11300-2 Energy consumption
per person [kWh/(pers
year)]

Literature

Square metres per
person

ISTAT national census Square metres per
person

ISTAT national census

Electrical Energy consumption
per person [kWh/(pers
year)]

Literature – Literature Energy consumption
per person [kWh/(pers
year)]

Literature

Square metres per
person

ISTAT national census Square metres per
person

ISTAT national census

Meteo Conventional DD – D.P.R. 412/1993 – D.P.R. 412/1993 – D.P.R. 412/1993
Actual DD Calculated ARPA Typical meterological year Energy Plus database Calculated ARPA
Clima ARPA Typical meterological year Energy Plus database ARPA
Solar irradiance – ARPA Typical meterological year Energy Plus database – ARPA
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Fig. 4. Municipal energy model required input and possible

.2. Overcome barriers to preparation and orientation phase
.2.1. Be aware of energy problem
From the technical literature and from our survey we can state

hat among the local administrations there is a diffuse interest
bout the energy problem, but there is no real awareness of the
t: data availability and output achievability in the best case.

possible active role of their own municipality. The energy issue can-
not be left to the willingness of the single local governments; there

is a need for a better organization and coordination of the bod-
ies involved in energy planning. The central (national) government
should be more supportive, providing all the necessary informa-
tion, resources and help to the local governments. More stability,
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Fig. 5. Municipal energy model required input and possible o

ontinuity, uniformity and coordination in rules, regulations, sup-
orts, and tools represent an urgent need. Support mechanisms
hould be optimized on the basis of the lessons learned in the past
nd economic-financial incentives must be better advertised along
ith the possibility to create new local activities and jobs.
Another help can concern the definition of a new model of
andatory municipal energy plan focused on possible, affordable,

ffective and monitorable (from the economic and environmen-
al point of view) interventions. The new energy plan must arise
: data availability and output achievability in the worst case.

from consultations among local and central administrations, in
order to make the plan effective. Economic and financial aspects
are very important also in this phase, as pointed out in many ref-
erences including also Theodoridou and Papadopoulos (2011) and
Tommerup and Svendsen (2006).
3.2.2. Set goals
It is very important to define tailored objectives at municipal level. 
This is not possible in the absence of coherent problem



Table 5
Necessary data and possible source at different level; in light grey sources that may not be present.

Data Municipal sources Regional sources National sources

Energy policies Municipal legislation Regional legislation National legislation; ENEA
Energy incentives Municipal legislation Regional legislation National legislation; ENEA

General data Inhabitants Municipal register office ISTAT: demograph statistics
Official Degree Days D.P.R. 412/1993
Actual Degree Days ARPA
Design temperatures D.P.R. 412/1993
Municipal energy consumption Municipal energy plan [only

>50k inhab.]
ARPA TERNA

Energy production GSE; MiSE

Building stock Building footprint Municipal planning office Region: planning office CTR
(1:5000)

National Revenue Agency:
Land Registry

Building height Municipal planning office ISTAT: national census (no of
floors)

Construction age Municipal planning office ISTAT: national census
Regulatory constraints Municipal urban plan Regional legislation National legislation
State of conservation ISTAT: national census
Building materials ISTAT: national census (brick

or concrete)
Energy performance (Eph,
U-values, heating systems, etc.)

Regional register of energy
performance certificates

UNI TS 11300-1:2008

Inhabitants per household Municipal register office ISTAT: national census
Commercial/residential use Municipal productive activities

desk
Chamber of commerce:
businesses cadastre

Heating systems Municipality [>40k inhab.]: Province: heating plant cadastre ISTAT: national census
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heating plant cadastre

Renewable energy sources

wareness and local energy data, since goals should be defined
aking into account local peculiarities and reasonable efforts. The

ajor risk is to correlate energy policy goals to political mandates
nd administrative duties with a limited duration.

Further, a methodology to verify and monitor the achievement
f the goals should accompany the goals definition from the
eginning. Affordable intermediate milestones should be also
recisely indicated.

The national burden sharing decree (D.M. 2012) quantifies the
ntermediate and final goals that each Region must achieve in
rder to reach national targets for 2020 in terms of share of energy
rom renewable sources. However, the regional goals are not
nough: for an effective local energy planning it is also necessary
o define the municipal goals. A project leads by three Regional
uthorities (http://www.factor20.it) considers the mandatory
egional objec-tives set by the national burden sharing decree
D.M. 2012) and the real opportunities of the territories
eveloping tailored municipal goals. If the results of the testing
hase are satisfactory, the methodology (Factor20, 2012) could be
pplied to the other Italian municipalities. A similar approach is
lso needed with regard to energy efficiency goals, which are now
eglected.

As suggested in (EBC, 2013), it is important to establish a set of
upporting indicators in order to compare targets and achieved
esults to national or average values and to benchmark other
unicipalities. For example, as city-wide key indicators related to

he municipal energy performance, the following can be sug-
ested: electricity per capita (kWhel/cap); thermal energy per
apita (kWhth/cap); and tonnes of equivalent carbon dioxide per
apita (t CO2eq/cap). Referring to buildings, the following indica-
ors can be considered: thermal energy per floor area (kWhth/m2)
nd electricity per floor area (kWhel/m2). Further indicators can be
dopted in order to verify the economic effectiveness of energy and
O2 emissions savings and the willingness to pay.
.3. Overcome barriers to detailed analysis phase

.3.1. Collect data
he data collection seems the most engaging barrier because of the 
ispersion of data among several municipal offices and other
[for munic. <40k inhab.] (independent or centralized
plant)

Regional energy register GSE

administrative entities and the lack of interoperability among the
data collection systems. The need to make data of building stock
sharable, accessible and compatible for different scopes and by dif-
ferent offices is very urgent. This barrier can be overcome with a
concerted effort at the national and local levels, gathering all the
needed data into a new Municipal Energy Model (MEM).

We imagine this MEM as a template able to collect real
data about energy and public and private building stock and
to create effective policies for an operative refurbishment. The
description of the proposed MEM can be found in Section
3.4.

An example of effort in data collection is the Homes Energy
Efficiency Database (HEED): the Government of United Kingdom
developed a data-framework that draws together data on energy
efficiency retrofits in approximately 13 million homes. This high
quality data-framework helps the UK Government to develop and
monitor ambitious energy retrofit programmes such as the Green
Deal (DECC, 2010). In a recent work, Hamilton, Steadman, Bruhns,
Summerfield, and Lowe (2013) describe the data and the policy
implication of such detailed database. They underline that HEED is
not the product of a large omnibus survey or a concerted monitor-
ing and reporting exercise, but offers a repository and framework
for of a range of disparate activities that are centred on home
energy efficiency.

The need of a data collection framework in Italy originates from
the fact that data about building energy efficiency are scattered
among several authorities and are often not uniform. In this
context many sources of data are available, such as:

• ISTAT, Italian National Institute of Statistics;
• National Revenue Agency (also collect data for building cadastre

and land values);
• GSE Operator of Energy Systems, state-owned company which
promotes and supports renewable energy sources;
• AEEG Regulatory Authority for Electricity and Gas;
• ARPA, Regional Agency for Environmental Protection;
• Regional register of energy performance certificates.

http://www.factor20.it/
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Many data come from national sources, with a low level of
etail, but at first rough data can be collected and then they can be
rad-ually refined with new data sources. For instance, U-values
nd other energy performance data (e.g. heating energy demand
nd heating consumption) could be derived from energy
erformance certificates or estimated with different
ethodologies, for build-ings that have not yet an energy

erformance certificate. Currently Italian regional authorities are
n charge to update the register of energy performance certificates
nfortunately, the implementa-tion of the regional registries is not
omplete, since only 11 regional authorities out of 21 have an
perating register (CTI, 2013). Further, the methodology for the
nergy certification is different among the several regions and the
eliability of certificates is not guaranteed because monitoring
ctivities are still in an experimental phase (CTI, 2013).

In future, thanks to smart metering, data about final energy
onsumption in buildings will be increasingly detailed and data
ccessibility will be more widespread, following the open data pol-
cy. In fact, the European Commission conveyed its policies with
pen data: An engine for innovation, growth and transparent gover-
ance (COM 2011, n. 882) and, on smart metering, with
reparations for the roll-out of smart metering systems (2012/148/
U).

Further, in the Italian context there are already some initiatives
o expand the data availability, such as that of the initiative by
uthority for Electricity and Natural Gas (AEEG, 2013) to incen-

ivise pilot projects for multi-service smart-metering, so it will be
ossible to know the consumption of electricity, water, and natural
as.

As example of good practice a platform set up by Lombardy
egion (http://www.energialombardia.eu) can be mentioned. The
cope is to collect in a single platform data about energy consump-
ion in all the sectors and for all the final uses, buildings energy
erformance (envelopes and systems), and integration of renew-
ble sources (Cestec, 2012). These data are available at municipal
evel and derive from several regional databases; the most com-
lete and updated are: SIRENA, Information system for energy and
nvironment (http://sirena.finlombarda.it); CENED, Register of
uildings’ energy certificate (http://www.cened.it); and CURIT
egister of heating plants (http://www.curit.it).

.3.2. Possess technical knowledge
Argyriou, Fleming, and Wright (2012) find that senior leader-

hip, cross departmental collaboration, interdisciplinary work, and
 critical mass of local administration personnel would be fac-tors
f success in tackling climate change at the local level. The study
nderlines the importance of expertise sharing between local
uthorities in sustainable energy development.

In order to start this virtuous path, we suggest that all munic-
palities should have a mandatory office dedicated to climate and
nergy issues. In Italy, the energy manager is already compulsory
or public administration with an annual consumption over 1,000
oe but currently only 10% of the compelled municipalities have an
nergy manager. We suggest to enforce the law and extend it to all
unicipalities, also increasing the scope and expertise of the

nergy manager.
A reform and an upgrade of the existing technical office can

ccompany this process, since energy is a multidisciplinary issue
he technical office should be enriched by energy and statistics
xpertise. These competencies are very important, as highlighted
y our interviews. Of course, this reform implies efforts in terms of
uman and economic resources, information and training.
.4. Suggestions and tools for more effective energy policies

In the previous sections we stated that national energy poli-
cies so far undertaken are giving results too slow and that it is
possible to overcome the barriers of the local administration by
completing some policies already in place and creating some new
policies. Our proposal is schematized in Fig. 6. It should be noted
that to tackle the energy issue in buildings effectively and renovate
the building stock adequately it is necessary a combined top-down
and bottom-up strategy. The central government must act as
leader and coordinator and must ensure that local administrations
have adequate information on the energy issue and knowledge
about support mechanisms. The central government should
encourage local administrations to act on their territory, through
local energy plans, to achieve shared goals. With a deeper
knowledge of the ter-ritory, it is possible to ask each municipality
to meet a goal tailored to its real potential in terms of energy
saving, acting also on the building stock retrofit. The regional
administration could monitor and compare results obtained in
different municipalities helping to find best practices and to avoid
unsuccessful or non-effective interventions. The definition and
calculation of precise indicators such as, public and private cost of
avoided toe or of avoided tonne
of CO2 emissions could support the evaluation of the effectiveness
of the undertaken interventions to improve energy efficiency in
buildings. This is particularly useful in the present context due to
the long lasting economic and financial crisis.

On the other hand, the local administration, in the early phases,
must involve citizens, building manager and owners, energy sav-
ings companies (ESCOs), and other stakeholders. Indeed, in order
to make the energy planning pragmatic and effective, it is
important to address the barriers for the last two phases (Phase III:
Prioritiza-tion & Decision and Phase IV: Implementation &
Monitoring). These phases are strictly connected to Phase I and
Phase II while feedback effects are also possible. Our future work
will focus on the last two phases, but we can already say that the
proposed framework, with a new Municipal Energy Model and a
new energy office, is useful not only for the first and second
phases, but also for the last phases.

In order to set up an effective energy planning at local scale it is
first necessary to carry out a preceding phase (pre-phase). The
purpose of the pre-phase is to improve data availability and man-
agement in every Italian municipality, with an effort at national or
regional level. Energy and building stock data that are actually
scattered among several sources, as described in Table 5, must be
collected and organized. With a national framework, it will be pos-
sible to provide an up to date energy and environmental baseline
for each Italian municipality. With a better knowledge of energy
and building stock, it is possible to ask each municipality to meet a
goal tailored to its real potential in terms of energy saving and
exploitation of renewable energy sources. With a common frame-
work, it is also possible to monitor and compare results obtained in
different municipalities.

To exploit this pre-phase and start an effective local energy
plan, there is the need of more expertise at the local level. We thus
pro-pose a reform of the municipal technical office, which include
a mandatory energy office to deal with the energy issue at munici-
pal scale. As already mentioned, there is a national law (L 10/1991)
that oblige some municipality to appoint an energy manager, but
does not oblige all municipalities and it is scarcely implemented.
The same law define the tasks of the energy manager, which can be
briefly resumed as the quantification of energy consumption, the
optimization of energy supply and the promotion of good prac-
tices. The field of action concerns the energy directly consumed in
public buildings and not a broader action on the entire municipal-
ity. We suggest to enlarge the operation of the energy manager in

the framework of the mentioned energy office, dealing both with 
the energy consumed directly by the local administration (public 
buildings), and with the energy consumed within the municipality.

With a consistent database and the proper expertise at the local 
level, it is possible to think of an advanced tool to collect energy 
information and manage effective local energy plan. We propose a

http://www.energialombardia.eu/
http://sirena.finlombarda.it/
http://www.cened.it/
http://www.curit.it/
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Fig. 6. Scheme of proposed policie

ew Municipal Energy Model (MEM), able to give a geo-referenced
epresentation of the state of the entire building stock of the
unic-ipality, with information about energy consumption

roduction, and features. As already mentioned, information could
e rough at the beginning and then they can be gradually refined
hen new sources of data are available, such as the new
ossibilities by smart metering and open data policies.

The energy office may use the MEM in each energy planning
hases both to provide support and to modify the model according
o the feedback received. In the Preparation & Orientation phase
he MEM could be used to benchmark the municipality and set
easible goals targeted on the municipality. In the second phase the

odel could be very useful to depict a detailed analysis of the
uilding stock and to propose plausible scenarios. During the
rioritization & Decision phase, the MEM allows to give transparent
nformation to all stakeholders about the building stock and the
ossibility to renovate it. Using the MEM to seek the real
pportunities for energy measures, it is possible to define
eachable targets with the involve-ment and consensus of citizens
nd other stakeholders. In the last phase the technical office could
pdate the MEM according to the measures actually implemented
hus having a timely control on the progress of the energy plan and
he actual results. When a local energy planning cycle is finished
e will be left with an updated Municipal Energy Model, ready for

he next planning cycle.

.5. Why overcome the barriers?

Drastic programmes and actions are required at global and local
evel in order to control climate change and relative effects
ncrease of urban population, migration, increase of global energy
emand and non-renewable energy resources depletion, global
conomic and financial crisis.

The analysis of BPIE (2011) shows that, for the European build-
ng stock, it is possible to achieve in 2020 annual energy saving
rom 94 TWh (business-as-usual) to 527 TWh (best scenario) and
n 2050 from 365 TWh (business-as-usual) to 2896 TWh (best sce-
ario). However, this is only a technical potential and must be

ackled with effective national and local energy plan.

A deep evaluation of the current energy efficiency policy frame-
ork forwards 2020 targets and beyond was recently developed 

y the European Commission 2014.9

9 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/efficiency/studies/doc/2014 report 2020-2030 eu 

olicy framework.pdf.

 
 
 

ew local energy planning process.

In Italy the annual potential energy saving expected by the
National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (PAEE, 2014) from the
refurbishment of the building stock in 2020 is 48.9 TWh for the
residential buildings and around 17.2 TWh for non-residential
buildings.

Starting from data reported in Tables 1 and 2 and taking
into account the results recently published in the framework of
Entranze Project (www.entranze.eu), we tried to give an idea of
the energy saving potential related to the Italian residential build-
ings (Tables 6 and 7). We obtained the mentioned results on the
basis of the following assumptions:

• we considered the “single house” building type reported in
Entranze Project as representative for Italian residential buildings
with 1 to 4 units;

• we considered the “apartment block” building type reported in
Entranze Project as representative for Italian residential buildings
with 5 units or more;

• among the locations analyzed in Entranze Project, we took into
account the climatic conditions of Rome as representative of
the Italian climate (conservative hypothesis, because the Italian
mean climatic conditions are colder than those in Rome);

• we roughly calculated the potential energy savings and the 
economic performances taking into account the overall heated 
surface corresponding to the buildings of the two categories

(single house or apartment block) and representing the results 
grouped by municipalities’ sizes.

In Tables 6 and 7, we consider the costs of base refurbishment
(base renovation of the building/HVAC technologies for aestheti-
cal/obsolescence/safety reasons without specific energy efficiency
aims) and the costs of cost optimal refurbishment (improved
refurbishment, taking into account technologies for cost optimal
interventions), as defined in Pietrobon et al. (2013). We show the
extra-cost as difference between these two costs. We did the
calcu-lations considering both the investment costs and the global
costs, again as defined in Pietrobon et al. (2013). The results of
Table 7 in terms of energy saving represent the maximum
theoretical energy saving we can reach acting on all the residential
buildings and following a cost optimality approach instead of a
“physiological” refurbishment. Further, we are aware of the level
of approximation of the obtained results and we will study more

precisely the energy and economic potential in the following 
improvement of our research. Despite of this, looking at Table 7 we 
can underline the importance of introducing more effective retrofit 
measures in small and medium municipality. This confirms our initial

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/efficiency/studies/doc/2014_report_2020-2030_eu_policy_framework.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/efficiency/studies/doc/2014_report_2020-2030_eu_policy_framework.pdf
http://www.entranze.eu/


Table 6
Estimation of primary energy and costs of refurbishment in residential buildings.

Building typologies defined in www.entranze.eu

Single house Apartment block

Estimated net primary energy by base refurbishment (1), kWh/m2y 193 Estimated net primary energy by base refurbishment (1),
kWh/m2y

157

Estimated net primary energy by cost optimal refurbishment (2), kWh/m2y 41 Estimated net primary energy by cost optimal
refurbishment (2), kWh/m2y

70

Global extra-cost of retrofit, D /m2 −127 Global extra-cost of retrofit, D /m2 −173
Extra-cost of retrofit, investment cost D /m2 115 Extra-cost of retrofit, investment cost D /m2 53

Elaborations by the authors starting from data reported in Pietrobon et al. (2013).

Table 7
Estimated performance of the retrofit actions sorted by municipalities’ sizes.

Municipalities’ size Total

Less than 10,000
people

From 10,000 to
50,000 people

More than 50,000
people

Estimated net primary energy by base refurbishment, kWh/m2y 192 190 184
Estimated net primary energy by cost optimal refurbishment, kWh/m2y 43 44 49
Estimated primary energy savings, GWh/y 139,481 116,186 104,924 360,591
Estimated primary energy savings in 30 years, MTOE 359 299 270 927
Global extra-cost of retrofit, D /m2 −129 −132 −139
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Extra-cost of retrofit, investment cost D /m 11
Total global extra-cost of retrofit, MD −12
Total extra-cost of retrofit, investment cost MD 10

ypothesis about the importance of developing effective regulatory
nd planning measures also for small-medium municipalities.

The negative values of the global extra-cost of Table 7 mean
conomic benefits. Certainly the expected economic benefits can
epresent an important challenge to overcome the inertia given by
he crisis at least in the long term.

. Conclusions

Municipalities have a very important role in this framework
ince significant results can be obtained by the improvement of
heir energy systems towards more sustainable paradigms. To
hat end, retrofit interventions oriented to drastically decrease
he energy demand in the building stock seem to be the more
ost-effective and efficient measures. In this framework, as
cknowledged by the European Union through several directives
nd initiatives, the role of the local public administrations is fun-
amental. The Italian regulative framework follows the European
egulatory framework, but it is more complicated and instable. This
as dangerous effects, especially at municipal scale. Indeed, there is
o common model or obligation about energy planning and knowl-
dge of the features of the building stock.

Furthermore, as depicted in Section 2.1, also the built environ-
ent is highly fragmentized, with the majority (66%) of the Italians

iving in small and medium municipalities (up to 50,000 inhabi-
ants) and with the large majority of buildings (more than 90%)
ith less than 8 households.

From the Italian experience of the last two decades, we learned
hat often even good plans find difficulties in achieving and mon-
toring results. Hence, we analyzed the barriers to develop an
ffective municipal energy plan: we analyze in Section 2.2 the first
wo phases (i.e. preparation and orientation; detailed analysis), that
irectly concern the municipal administrations and we checked
hem in Section 2.3. Taking into account the available technical lit-
rature and the results of questionnaire we sent to a sample of small
nd medium Italian municipalities, we have presented in Section 3

ome policies and tools to overcome these barriers.

Although the suggestions we present in this paper may seem 
bvious, in Italy the implementations of these policies can deeply 
hange the approach of municipal energy planning. In fact, a
109 99
−104,985 −108,024 −334,171

86,689 76,553 267,950

correct and updated knowledge of the features of the built envi-
ronment could help in developing achievable and cost effective 
plans and interventions, taking into account local conditions and 
pertinent targets. Our future work is to develop a new GIS tool 
(provisionally called “Energy Scout”) that can help in immediately 
identifying the most promising areas to be involved in the process 
of energy renovation and in simulating possible energy scenarios. 
A clear knowledge of the regulation framework and of the available 
incentives can contribute in overcoming the non-technical barriers 
and attracting potential investors and stakeholders. The proposed 
Municipal Energy Model and the renovation of the municipal tech-
nical office are the basis for this new Energy Scout tool, which can 
support in matching the interests of buildings owners, ESCOs, and 
other potential investors. This could bring important results from 
the economic, energy, and environmental point of view, especially 
if accompanied by a scrupulous monitoring of the expected goals.
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